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--------------------------------Call for members of
disease-specific workgroups
Every disease included in the
EPSA|ERNICA Registry has an own
workgroup with experts in the
concerning field. They attribute to
content of the registry, research and
reviewing corresponding proposals,
as well as to consensus meetings and
other activities. Join us !
Interested? Or know someone who
would be perfect? Let us know!
E-mail: n.teunissen@dica.nl

Update: creating a
core data set EA
To evaluate and compare quality
of care, quality indicators have
to be selected that are agreed on
and supported by all involved
parties. Over the last six
months, we developed a way to
do this per disease:
1. Systematic review to
identify all described
outcomes, translated to
indicators by experts
2. Delphi procedure: which
indicators should be
implemented? Parallel
procedure with medical
specialists as well as
patients.
3. Extracting variables:
creating data set following
selected indicators.
For esophageal atresia, the
workgroup EA is now finishing
up step 1, having identified all
possible outcomes. The next
step involves YOU! More
information on the Delphi will
follow in the coming months.

These hospitals got
connected!
It is with great joy that we can
announce the first international hospitals that are
officially connected to the
EPSA!

A big round of applause for
Rigshospitalet Kopenhagen,
and Hannover Medical
University for their relentless
and fruitful efforts in
enthusing colleagues,
engaging the legal department and subsequently
signing the documents. We
are thrilled to have you on
board!

Are you interested..
... in also connecting your
pediatric surgical centre to
our registry?
Go to:
https://ern-ernica.eu/registry/
or e-mail us:
n.teunissen@dica.nl

What do you get out
of it?
A ready-made survey
system, enabling you to
register your patients
The Codman dashboard,
especially developed to
provide insight in your own
data and performance on
the several quality
indicators compared to
other years or other
medical centers
The ability to identify your
strong points as well as
room for improvement!

How to connect to the EPSA?!
Three easy steps!
Engage your legal department
Let your legal- and privacy officers know you want to join. And us of course, for we
will support you every step of the way.

Review the necessary documents
Two agreements need to be in place: the participation agreement (acknowledging
your participation in the clinical audit) and the data processor agreement
(warranting safe processing of data in line with the GDPR). After reviewing, we can
take your suggestions and adapt if necessary.

Sign!
And start registering, thereby gaining direct insight in your performance!

